I met them in ENTP 110 and was delighted to work with them again in our capstone ENTP 370 course. This offered me an opportunity to see how they applied what they had learned across our entire experience; this is not something you always find in other courses.”

In the Venture Design Challenge, students gain skills for the real world; this is not something you always find in other courses.”

The judges awarded the following prizes...

**Best Business Pitch:**
- Connor Cahill ’22 - EDUNFT.eth

**Most Promising Opportunity:**
- Steve Dermont ’22 - Blueview Glass

**Social Impact Award:**
- Joey Jaquint ’22 - Volunteer Me

**CEO of Lifeworking, LLC**

**Best Business Idea**
- Steve Whittington - Amaryllis

**Best Business Pitch**
- Melissa Kaufman - Amaryllis

**Crowd Favorite**
- Luis Landeros ’22 - EDUNFT.eth

**Best Entrepreneur:**
- Anila Buja ’23 - PlanOrganise

**Most Promising Opportunity:**
- Jerries Azar ’22 - Crowdfund

**CEO of Lifeworking, LLC**

**Most Promising Opportunity:**
- Ariela Menendez Iglesias ’23 - PlanOrganise

**Most Promising Opportunity:**
- Manisha Kumar ’21 - PlanOrganise

**Most Promising Opportunity:**
- 2022 mentors Brandon Berish ’20, Marcus Franklin ’99, Colin Salzer, Jim Crawford, Jeffrey M. Walters, Beth Marsh, Rob Pasquesi, Susan Wright, and L. Ellen A. Stirling, Dean DeBiase, Liam Connell ’17, Christopher Nyren ’99, John Dick, Sally Hennessy, Mollie Lawniczak, Maureen Tart Lee, Mari Pagone, and Anna Singer for their strong coaching and tireless support this semester.

We would also like to thank the Lake Forest College Entrepreneurship Advisory Council members who continue to provide invaluable advice and support for the Entrepreneurship Program.

We are grateful to our judges for their time, expertise, and encouragement.

On behalf of the ENTP program, I am very grateful to our judges for their time, expertise, and encouragement.

On behalf of the ENTP program, I am very grateful to our judges for their time, expertise, and encouragement.